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1. About us 

 
1.1 Introduction 
 

Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd has the honour to publish its January 2016 Monthly Tax Update (MTU). The MTU 

complements our tax training programmes and newsletters. It disseminates information about tax 

developments happening locally and internationally. In the MTU, Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd analyses the tax 

developments to ensure that you, as our most valued client, are kept abreast of changes in the tax world.  

 

In this issue we summary the new transfer pricing rules as enacted by the Finance Act no. 2 of 2015 

gazzetted on the 31
st
 of December 2015. We also focus on various statutory instruments and Bills 

published in December and January. Of interest to the producers and suppliers of in the agricultural value 

chain is the SI which reclassifies certain goods from zero rate categories to exempt supplies. Also 

contained in this MTU is the discussion on duty rebate on importation of capital equipment of any value 

to be used in the agriculture, mining, energy and manufacturing sectors. 

 

Just so you know what is happening in the courts, we have also analysed one recent tax case. The 

purpose of this is to ensure you are made aware of court outcomes which can have an impact on your 

business or practice.  

 

Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd also identifies and examines all relevant publications and ZIMRA’s interpretation 

of these decisions as well as the institutional application of new legislation or rulings. The updates are 

accompanied by an insightful commentary pointing out the key takeaway points from the material. 

 

Aside to what our regular Newsletters provide, MTUs are meant to help you: 

 

 Identify new tax planning opportunities. 

 Keep you updated with all changes in the tax world. 

 Keep you aware of current ZIMRA interpretations. 

 Recognise pitfalls many professionals miss. 

 Minimise compliance errors and offer practical and effective tax solutions. 

 

It is our sincere hope that this MTU will bring value to the business community, Zimra and the academia 

and should stand out as a useful tool in shaping the Zimbabwean tax system.  
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1.2 Disclaimer 
 

The information contained in this MTU is for general guidance only and is not intended as a substitute 

for specific advice in considering the tax effects of particular transactions. Whilst a lot of care has been 

taken in the compilation of the information and opinions contained in this publication, no liability is 

accepted for the consequences of any inaccuracies contained in this guide. The information does not 

constitutes at legal advice nor can it be relied on in any dispute with the tax authorities and shall not 

constitute any legal or tax opinion in this or any jurisdiction.   

 

The analysis contained in this MTU is based on the current legal framework which is subject to change 

and the company assumes no obligation to update or otherwise revise the materials contained in this or 

any of its MTUs. In making their considerations, recipients or people with access to the MTU are advised 

to make their own independent assessments, and, in this regard, to consult the company or their own 

professional advisors before taking any action. The information and opinions contained in this MTU is 

valid as at the date of uploading on the website, preparation or compilation, any of its contents may be 

subject to change without notice.  

 

The information contained and opinions contained in this MTU are for the purpose of general 

information (“the purpose”) and for no other purpose.  The company disclaims any responsibility for the 

use of the information contained herein for a different purpose or context. 

 

The information contained and opinions contained herein must not be copied, published, reproduced or 

distributed in whole or in part to others at any time by the recipients. Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd retains all 

intellectual copyright information contained and opinions contained in this MTU.  Recipients should 

seek the written permission of the company before distributing copies of information and opinions 

contained in the MTU to third parties. 
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1.3 Tax Matrix news and  developments 
 

1.3.1 Tax Matrix turned 1 year old on 1 February 2016 

 

Tax Matrix celebrates its first anniversary of uninterrupted service to the Zimbabwean community. 

We take this opportunity to thank you for helping us succeed, because of your most valuable support  

we have managed to weather the storm and turned one year in business on 1 February 2016.  

Once again, thank you for helping us make the past one year so successful.  

 

1.3.2 Tax Matrix Relocating to new offices 
 

We are pleased to announce that our office will be relocated to the following address as of 15
th
 

February 2016 in line with our scheduled growth: 

 

No 56 Palmer Road 

Milton Park 

Harare 

Zimbabwe 

 

Our new office location will provide better access for our clients and staff, as it is located parallel to 

Princess Road, just across Belvedere Maternity Hospital. 

  

We would like to apologise in advance for any inconvenience the relocation may cause. 

 

The mailing address is as follows: 

 

No 56 Palmer Road 

Milton Park 

Harare 

Zimbabwe 

 

Our Telephone lines remain unchanged and are as follows: 

Landlines +263- 4- 741334/740222 

Cellphone + 263-775911383/77349740 

 

We look forward to your continued support and you are the reason why Tax Matrix turned 1 year old 

on 1 February 2016. We will strive to provide excellent services which provide practical tax solutions 

in appreciation of your support. Our drive to provide you with inexpensive tax solutions through our 

Monthly Tax Updates is second best to none in Zimbabwe. You can access these MTUs on 

www.taxmatrix.co.zw. Also, our books are helping businesses and professional students throughout 

the country and why should you be left out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.taxmatrix.co.zw/
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1.3.3 Tax Matrix introduces internship programme 
 
Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd with the support of ACCA Zimbabwe introduced a 3 year internship programme 

for A level graduates seeking to pursue ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified Accountants). The 

programme “Giving Theory a meaning” gives students a chance to learn whilst working.  It allows 

students to be competitive in the job market and also to be entrepreneurs because of the theoretical 

and practical aspect of the programme.  The benefits of this programme compared to conventional 

courses are:   

 3 year internship contract with longer term opportunities based on performance 

 Structured programme of principles, practice and application of tax and consulting skills 

 Leading to a Matrix Academy In-house Tax Certificate 

 A learning experience with a practical edge 

 Exposure to clients and tax experts 

 Full coaching support 
 
The course commences on 1 March 2016. Contact us on +263-04-741334 or 740222 for more 

information about the programme. 

 

1.3.4 Tax Update Seminar and Book Launch  
 

Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd is pleased to invite you or any of your nominated person (s) to our tax seminar 

on “2016 Tax Changes and Book Launch” where our presenters will discuss the new provisions 

enacted through the Finance Act no.2 of 2015 which was gazetted on 31 December 2015. The 

discussion will be centered on the new legislation on “Transfer Pricing”. The topics to be discussed 

include 

 Changes to local withholding tax regimes 

 Retrenchment  reliefs  

 Resident tax on interest and other income tax changes 

 The reclassification of certain goods from Zero rate category to exempt supplies 

 Transfer pricing issues 

 Customs and Excise changes- open duty rebate on importation of certain equipment, duty on 

second hand motor vehicle etc 

 Administrative measures  

When? 

Wednesday 17
th
 of February 2016  

Time 08.30hours – 13.00hours   

Who should attend? 

Human resources managers, Payroll administrators, Business people, finance directors, controllers, 

managers, accountants, auditors, risk managers, tax advisors, lawyers and anyone with interest in tax 

and tax relate issues. 

CPD Hours: 4 hours 

Venue 

Rainbow Towers Hotel 

Investment 

US$150 per delegate, to cover teas, lunch and a copy of Employment Tax and Related Matters book 

Bookings 

For details and bookings contact Samantha on: + 263 4 740222 / 741334 OR + 263 775911383 

/0772421238T  
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1.3.5 Tax Matrix 2016 Module based Courses calendar 
 
Tax Matrix is pleased to inform you that with effect from the 4

th
 of March 2016 it will be running 

module based courses for finance, HR, procurement staff, tax advisors and any one with interest in the 

subject of tax. Join our sessions every Friday (Learning Fridays) starting the 4
th
 of March as we 

demystify the subject of taxation. Below are the courses to be held in the month of March 2016: 

        

For the full list of courses for the rest of the year follow the link: http://taxmatrix.co.zw/products7-

services/matrix-academy/module-based-courses/   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course 

no. 

Course Course content Date Fees 

1.  Transfer pricing series 1-

Introduction 

 

 

 Preview of Transfer pricing regulation 

 Definition of arm’s length  

 Meaning of associates 

 Review of transfer pricing methods  

 

4 March 2016 

 

USD40 

2.  Transfer pricing series 1-

Introduction 

 

 

 Transfer pricing rules for goods, services and 

intangibles 

 Selection of appropriate method  

 Documentation requirements  

 Penalties for non-compliance  

11 March 

2016 

 

USD40  

3.  Introduction to 

Zimbabwean Income Tax
 

- The tax issues of 

starting up a business in 

Zimbabwe  

 Tax system and source concepts 

 Taxation basis of businesses in Zimbabwe 

 Tax effect of trading outside Zimbabwe 

 Tax presence of a foreign business in Zimbabwe.  

 

18 March 

2016 

 

USD35 
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2. Legislation 
 

2.1 Acts 
 

2.1.1 New Transfer Pricing  legislation 
 

Background 

 

Zimbabwe introduced transfer pricing legislation (s98A and 98B of the Act) on 1 January 2014 meant to 

forestall transfer pricing in transactions involving associates. The rules complement the ‘old rules’, i.e. 

section 23 and 24 of the Act.  Unlike the old rules which are meant to address transfer pricing issues in 

transactions involving non-residents, the new rules are both domestically and externally focused. The 

transfer pricing legislation is accompanied by the definition of associated persons and deemed control of 

a company (section 2A and 2B of the Act).  Exactly 2 years after introducing transfer pricing legislation, 

Finance Act no 2 of 2015 enacted transfer pricing methods adopting these from the OECD Transfer 

Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises.  The new transfer pricing methods are with effect from 

1 January 2016. Below is a summary of the Zimbabwean transfer pricing legislation: 

Summary of Zimbabwean income tax rules on TP  

Transfer 

pricing law (s 

98) 

 Addresses transfer pricing in associate parties’ transactions domestically or 

internationally 

 Applied also in independent parties’ transactions if one of the parties is outside 

Zimbabwe. 

 Arm’s length as the basis of pricing in associate transactions and transactions should 

be consistent with the arm’s length principle. 

 Consistency with arm’s length rule applies when the conditions of the controlled 

transaction do not differ immaterially from an independent party’s transaction. 

 Adjustments in line with the arm’s length principle to be done by applying  any one 

of the newly published transfer pricing methods 

Transfer 

pricing 

methods 

 Comparable Uncontrolled Price Method (CUP) - Compares the price for property or 

services transferred in a controlled transaction to the price charged for property or 

services transferred in a comparable uncontrolled transaction in comparable 

circumstances. 

 The Resale Price Method – Reduces the retail price by gross margin and adjust for 

other costs associated with the purchase of the product (e.g. custom duties) to obtain 

an arm’s length price of the original transfer of property between the associated 

enterprises (works backward from retail price). 

 

 Cost Plus Method –Adds an appropriate mark-up to the direct or indirect costs, to 

make an appropriate profit in light of the functions performed (taking into account 

assets used and risks assumed) and the market conditions. 

 

 The Transactional Net Margin Method -The method examines the net profit margin 

relative to an appropriate base (e.g. costs, sales, assets etc) that a taxpayer realises 

from a controlled transaction. 

 

 The Transactional Profit Split Method - The transactional profit split method 

consisting of allocating to each associated person participating in a controlled 

transaction the portion of common profit (or loss) derived from such transaction that 

an independent person would expect to earn from engaging in a comparable 
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uncontrolled transaction. 

 

Associates   Includes a person who acts in accordance with the instruction, directions, 

requests, suggestions or wishes of another despite the two parties not in a   

relationship no matter the parties are in a business relationship or not and whether or 

not the said directions, requests, suggestions or wishes are communicated to the 

other party.   

 Defined further in terms of the relationship of the parties to each other e.g  

a natural person is deemed to be an associate with his/her near relative.  

 A partner and his/her fellow partner are deemed to be associates unless it can 

be proved to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that neither person acts in 

accordance with the directions, requests, suggestions or wishes of the other.  

 A partnership in which the person is a partner is an associate of the other partner, as 

long as the person, either alone or together with 1 or more associates, controls 50% or 

more of the rights to the partnership’s income or capital.  

 A trustee of a trust under which the person or an associate of the person is a 

beneficiary or a contingent beneficiary is considered to be associates. 

Preferred 

method 

 Appropriate method based on the circumstances of each case.  

 The most appropriate method chosen based on four criteria: 

a) Strengths and weaknesses of the method  

b) The appropriateness of the method considered in view of the nature of the 

controlled transaction, determined in particular through a functional analysis  

c) The availability of reliable information   

d) The degree of comparability between controlled and uncontrolled transactions, 

including the reliability of comparability adjustments that may be needed to 

eliminate material differences between them.  

 CUP is preferred if it can be applied with equal reliability with any other methods 

 Traditional transactional methods preferred over transactional profit methods.  

 Only one method to be used test whether a transaction is at arm’s length.  

 Commissioner to apply the method so selected by the taxpayer  

Comparability 

analysis  

 

 Transfer pricing is based on comparable analysis of profits of an associated party in 

a controlled relationship with those of uncontrolled taxpayers to determine whether 

they have been made at arm’s length dealings.  

 The two major factors to consider in establishing whether the results are consistent are 

the degree of comparability between the controlled transactions and uncontrolled 

transactions, and the quality of the data assumptions used in the analysis.   

 Comparability analysis is only meaningful when the economically relevant 

characteristics of the situations being compared are sufficiently comparable.  

 The differences if any, should not materially affect the conditions being examined, 

or that reasonably accurate adjustments can be made to eliminate the effect of any 

such differences.   

Comparative 

factors 
 Property or services characteristics- difference in the specific characteristics of 

products or services may largely explain the differences in the open market prices of 

those products or services e.g physical features of the property, its quality, reliability 

and the volume of supply.    

 

 Functional Analysis- identifies and compares the economically significant activities 

and responsibilities undertaken or to be undertaken by each party to a transaction in 
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question i.e. the economic rent is largely explained by the functions performed by 

       the independent enterprise in a perfect market.  

 

 Contractual terms- define explicitly or implicitly how the responsibilities, risks and 

benefits are to be shared between the parties.  

 

 Economic circumstances- The prices of goods and services may differ due to  

different economic environments or markets in which enterprises operate. Relevant 

circumstances include geographic location, the size of the markets, the competition 

within the market, the relative bargaining power of buyers and sellers, availability of 

substitute goods and services, level of supply and demand in the market as a whole  

and in particular regions, consumer purchasing power, nature and extent of 

government regulations, cost of factors of production etc. 

 

 Business Strategies - The comparability aspects of business strategies may include 

market penetration, innovation and new product development, degree of 

diversification, risk aversion, assessment of political changes, and impact of existing 

and planned labour laws, duration of arrangements and other factors bearing upon  

the daily conduct of business.  

 

Arm’s length 

range 

 Arm’s length price is not fixed price- but  a range of relevant financial indicators.  

 No adjustment required if the transfer price falls within the range.  

 Outside the range adjustment is required to the median of the arm’s length range.   

 The median is the 50th percentile of the financial indicator figures derived from the 

comparable uncontrolled transactions forming the arm’s length range.  

Secondary 

adjustment 
 Domestic transactions- Regarding domestic associates, once the Commissioner  

has made an adjustment in the books of one of the associates it should  

make corresponding adjustment in the books of the other associate party 

(Para 11 of the 35
th
 Schedule to the Act). For example if the adjustment results in 

additional income to Associate Entity 1 a corresponding adjustment in  

Associated Entity2 will be an additional deduction. 

 

Interpretation  

TP rules  

 

 Interpreted using the OECD “Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational 

Enterprises and Tax administrations as well as the UN Manual on interpretation of 

transfer pricing or United Nations Practical Manual on Transfer Pricing for  

developing countries.  

Tested party   Application of cost price method, resale price method and transactional net  

margin method requires selection of a tested party (“benchmarking entity”) to which a 

financial indicator is tested against 

 

What is the impact of your business and practice?  

 

 The mechanics of transfer pricing may result in profit shifting from one tax jurisdiction to 

another.  Transfer pricing has a damaging effect to the country – e.g financial illicit. While 

presenting his January 2016 monetary statement, the Governor of Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe – 

Dr John  Mangudya indicated the extend of financial illicit being perpetrated through over 

invoicing of management fee, professional and technical fees among other methods. He indicated 

that the country lost about US$1.9 billion during 2015. A total of US$684 million was remitted 

outside Zimbabwe or externalised by individuals under the auspices of free funds for various 
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dubious and unwarranted purposes that include remittance of donations to oneself, offshore 

investments, and externalisation of export sales proceeds by corporates through individual 

accounts leading to pervasive tax evasion and externalization he said. Whilst about US$1.2 billion 

in similar fashion by corporates.  

 Further, deductible expenses can be moved to a location with a high rate of tax and revenues to a 

low tax location. Transfer pricing is not only externally driven- it can also be perpetrated by 

associates within the same jurisdiction for purposes of lowering the overall tax liability of the two 

parties involved  

 To the fiscus- transfer pricing is very harmful because it can result in tax erosion – reduce the tax 

base –reduction in domestic taxes as well reduction in customs duty.  

 The new legislation requires the organisations involved in associate transaction to maintain 

transfer pricing policy or documentation to justify their transfer prices (defending the prices in the 

event of dispute with ZIMRA)- and hence opportunities for lawyers, tax experts and accountants 

to help firms to craft such documentation  

 New law increases taxpayers in interaction with tax authorities (ZIMRA and foreign tax 

authorities) - we also expect more Transfer Pricing audits in the near future as ZIMRA tries to 

impress on the importance of the legislation as well as weeding out mispricing practices. The 

challenge expected of this is the limited experience by both the local authority and taxpayers on 

matters of TPs, therefore technical debates may be difficult 

 Transfer pricing do not only have an effect on customs duty, income tax but also on withholding 

taxes – TP  interaction with withholding taxes –withholding taxes very punitive 

 Also, taxpayers may wish to evaluate the use of Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) in 

resolving transfer pricing disputes. The method entails agreeing in advance to transfer pricing 

methods to be applied to transactions with connected parties, thus reducing the potential for 

expensive and time consuming disputes with Zimra. The OECD defines an APA as follows: 
“An advance pricing agreement (‘APA’) is an arrangement that determines, in advance of 

controlled transactions, an appropriate set of criteria (e.g. method, comparables and appropriate 

adjustments thereto, and critical assumptions as to future events) for the determination of the 

transfer pricing for those transactions over a fixed period of time. An APA is formally initiated by 

a taxpayer and requires negotiations between the taxpayer, one or more associated enterprises, and 

one or more tax administrations”. 

 It may be necessary for individuals and companies engaged in international activities with related 

companies to keep transfer pricing policy documentation and avail them to ZIMRA when requested 

to do so. There is no however explicit statutory requirement to prepare and maintain transfer pricing 

documentation but it goes without say that the importance of having sufficient documentation can 

help in defending  and justifying  the choice transfer pricing. The most obvious reason being that the 

Commissioner’s attention is going to be drawn to a taxpayer’s transfer pricing whose documentation 

is poorly prepared over a taxpayer’s that has been adequately prepared. The Commissioner’s 

investigation of a taxpayer’s policy documentation could then lead to the taxpayer’s arm’s length 

amount being replaced by one that the Commissioner feels is more suitable, and the taxpayer will be 

in an unfavourable position to rebut the Commissioner’s decision based on the fact that inadequate 

documentation was prepared. 

 The new rules do not have separate penalty regime- 100% additional tax applies in the event of 

understated tax liability in terms of s 46 of the Income Tax Act. In other words, a penalty may only 

be imposed on a taxpayer where the transfer pricing adjustment has resulted in an increase in the 

taxpayer’s income or a decrease in the taxpayer’s loss 

 Items subject to scrutiny includes among others- manufacturing, or distribution activities (sale or 

purchase of stock/consumables and spare parts), management and technical support arrangements, 

professional fee arraignments, financial assistance, franchising arrangements and intangible 

transactions among others. Your intercompany type arrangements host a lot of transactions which 

may be questioned by the taxing authority, so be able to explain and justify these in the event of a tax 

audit.  
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2.2 Statutory instruments 
 
Please note, there were so many Statutory Instruments issued in the month of January 2016. In line with our 

standard 28-35 page MTU, we are unable to publish in this MTU all statutory instruments announced in the month 

of January 2016. These will be adequately discussed in February 2016 MTU. 

 
Please note, there were so many Statutory Instruments issued in the month of January 2016. In line with our 

standard 28-35 page MTU, we are unable to publish in this MTU all statutory instruments announced in the month 

of January 2016. These will be adequately discussed in February 2016 MTU. 

 

2.2.1 The government turning to exempt supplies to fund its budget.  
 

Background 

 

The Minister of Finance and Economic Development by virtue of powers vested in him in terms of 

section 78 of the VAT Act issued Value Added Tax (General) (Amendment) Regulation, 2016 

(No.40) whose purpose is to reduce the list of zero rated products by re-classifying certain products to 

exempt category, thereby amending the Value Added Tax (General) Regulation 2003, published in the 

Statutory Instrument 273 of 2003. The implication is that the reclassified products and services will be 

outside the scope of VAT and producers or suppliers of such goods will not be entitled to claim input 

tax incurred on goods or services used to produce such products. The measure takes effect from 1 

February 2016.  

 

List of goods moved to exempt category 

 

The following is the full list the goods being reclassified to exempt category in accordance with the 

Value Added Tax (General) (Amendment) Regulation, 2016 (No.40): 

 

Commodity code Description of goods 

3926.2000 Gloves 

4015.1910 Gloves 

4045.1990 Gloves 

6201.1110 Raincoats 

6201.1210 Raincoats 

6201.1310 Raincoats 

6201.1910 Raincoats 

6202.1110 Raincoats 

6202.1210 Raincoats 

6202.1310 Raincoats 

6202.1910 Raincoats 

6401.9200 Gumboots 

  

Other goods under the following commodity codes 

 

04.07  BIRDS’S EGGS, IN SHELL, FRESH, PRESERVED 

OR COOKED 

07.01  POTATOES, FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.02  TOMATOES, FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.03  ONIONS, SHALLOTS, GARLIC LEEKS AND 

OTHER ALLIACEOUS VEGETABLES FRESH OR 

CHILLED 

07.04  CABBAGES, CAULIFLOWERS, KOHLRABI, 

KALE AND SIMILAR EDIBLE BRASSICAS 
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FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.05  LETTUCE (LECTUCA SATIVA ) AND CHICORY 

(CICHORIUM spp), FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.06  CARROTS, TURNIPS, SALAD BEETROOT, 

SALISIFT, CELERIC, RADISHES AND SIMILAR 

EDIBLE ROOTS, FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.07  CUCUMBERS AND GHERKINS, FRESH OR 

CHILLED 

07.08  LEGUMINUS VEGETABLES, SHELLEDOR 

UNSHELLED, FRESH OR CHILLED 

07.09  OTHER VEGETABLES, FRESH OR  

 0709.2000 Asparagus 

 0709.4000 Celery 

 0709.4000 Mushrooms and trufflies 

 0709.5100 Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 

 0709.5900 Other 

  Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of the genus Pimenta 

 0709.6010 Chillies 

 0709.6090 Others 

 0709.7000 Spinach, New Zealand Spinach and orache ( garden 

spinach) 

  Other 

 0709.9100 Globe artichokes 

 0709.9200 Olives 

 0709.9300 Pumpkins, squash and gourds 

 0709.9900 Other 

07.10  VEGETABLES ( COOKED OR UNCOOKED BY 

STEAMING OR BOLING IN WATER), FROZEN 

07.11  VEGETABLES PROVISIONALLY PRESERVED 

(FOR EXAMPLE BY SULPHUR DIOXIDE GAS, IN 

BRINE, IN SULPHUR WATER OR OTHER 

PRESERVED SOLUTIONS), BUT UNSUITABLE 

IN THAT STATE FOR IMMEDIATE 

CONSUMPTIONS 

 0711.4000 Cucumbers and gherkins 

  Mushrooms of the genus Agaricus 

 0711.5100 Mushrooms and truffles 

 0711.9000 Other vegetables, mixtures of vegetables 

07.12  DRIED VEGETABLES WHOLE, CUT, SLICED, 

BROKEN OR IN POWDER, BUT NOT FURTHER 

PREPARED 

07.13  DRIED LEGUMINUOS VEGETAABLES 

SHELLED, WHETHER OR NOT SKINNED OR 

SPLIT 

07.14  MANIOC, ARROW ROOTS, SALEP, JERUSALEM 

ARTICHOKES, SWEET POTATOES AND 

SIMILAR ROOTS AND TUBERS WITH HIGH 

STARCH OR INULIN CONTENT, FRESH, 

CHIILED, FROZEN OR DRIED WHETHER OR 

NOT SLICED OR IN THE FORM OF PELLETS, 

SAGO PITH. 

 0714.2000 Sweet potatoes 

0803  BANANAS, INCLUDING PLANTAINS, FRESH OR 
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DRIED 

0804  DATES, FIGS, PINEAPPLES, AVCOCADOS, 

GUAVAS, MANGOES AND MANGOSTEENS, 

FRESH OR DRIED. 

 0804.3000 Pineapples 

 0804.4000 Avocados 

08.05  CITRUS FRUITS, FRESH OR BOILED 

 0805.1000 Oranges 

 0805.4000 Grapefruit 

 0805.5000 Lemons (citrus limon, citrus limonium) and limes 

(Citrus aurantifolia, Citrus latifolia ) 

 0805.9000 Other citrus fruits 

08.06  GRAPES, FRESH OR DRIED 

 0806.1000 Grape, Fresh 

08.07  MELONS (INCLUDING WATER MELONS AND 

PAWPAWS ( PAPAYAS), FRESH 

  Melons (including water melons) 

 0807.1100 Water melons 

 0807.1900 Other 

 0807.2000 Pawpaw(papayas) 

0808  APPLES, PEARES AND QUINCES, FRESH 

 0808.1000 -Apples 

  0808.3000 -Pears 

 0808.4000 -Quinces 

0809  APRICOTS,CHERRIES,PEACHES (INCLUDING 

NECTARINES) PLUMS AND SLOES, FRESH 

 0809 Apricots 

  Cherries 

 0809.2100 - Sour cherries 

 0809.3000 Peaches (including nectarines) 

 0809.4000 Plums and sloes 

08.10  OTHER FRUIT FRESH 

10.06  RICE 

  -Rice in husk (paddy or rough) 

 1006.1010 In bulk, in immediate packings of less than 25kg or 

more 

 1006.1090 Pre-packed in immediate packings of less than 25 kg 

for retail sale 

 1006.2010 In bulk in immediate packing of 25 kg or more 

 1006.2090 Pre-packed in immediate packings of less than 25kg 

for retail sale/ 

  Semi milled or wholly milled rice, whether or not 

polished or glazed. 

 1006.3090 Pre-packed in immediate packings of less than 25kg 

for retail sale 

1517  MARGAZINE, EDIBLE, MIXTURES OR 

PREPARATIONS OF ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE , 

FATS OR OILS OR FRACTIONS OF DIFFERENT 

FATES OR OILS OF THIS CHAPTER, OTHER 

THAN EDIBLE FATS OR OILS OR THEIR 

FRACTIONS OF HEADING 15.16 

 1517 Margarine 
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17.02  OTHERSUGARS,INCLUDING CHEMICALLY, 

PURE LACTOSE, MALTOSE, GLUCOSE AND 

FRUCTOSE IN OSE IN SOLID FORM, SUGAR 

SYRUPS NOT CONTAINING ADDED 

FLAVOURING OR COLORINGSOLID FORM, 

SUGAR SYRUPS NOT CONTAINING ADDED 

FLAVOURING OR COLOURING MATTER, 

ARTIFICIAL HONEY, W MATTER, ARTIFICIAL 

HONEY, WHETHER OR NOT MIXED WHETHER 

OR NOT MIXED WITH NATURAL HONEY, 

CARAMEL. 

 1702.1110 Lactose 

22.02  WATERS, INCLUDING MINERAL WATERS AND 

AERATED WATERS, CONTAING ADDED 

SUGAR OR OTHER SWEETENING MATTER OR 

FLAVOURED AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC 

BEVERAGES, NOT INCLUDING FRUIT OR 

VEGETABLE JUICES OF HEADING 20.09 

 2202.9000 Mahewu (only) 

 

What is the impact to the business or practice? 

 

If you are a producer or supplier of the above stated goods you need to look at your cost structure and 

pricing because the input tax incurred on goods or services used to produce the reclassified goods is 

no longer claimable from ZIMRA. It constitutes part of cost of your production. Note that items 

classified under zero rates are pro poor goods and services, while output tax on such goods is zero the 

producer or supplier of these goods is entitled to claim input tax incurred their production. Zero rating 

of products is an efficient way of targeting and helping poor households. Furthermore, doing this 

would reduce the distortions in consumer consumption. Meanwhile goods that are classified under 

exempt category are outside the VAT system. The supplier is not required to charge VAT and also not 

entitled to claim input tax incurred in producing such goods. This means that the VAT incurred is part 

of cost of production of the goods or services. 

 

 Whether or not consumers will be affected by the change depends on the elasticity of demand of 

the said product. Goods that are amended to fall under exempt category are mainly food stuffs 

such as potatoes, tomatoes, onions, carrots, water melons etc, are homogenous products. These 

items are economically considered as normal goods whose characteristic is that when their prices 

increase then their demand decreases. Therefore the move taken by the finance minister of putting 

them as exempt goods means their cost of production will increase and this burden is likely to be 

shared by both the producer/supplier and the consumer/buyer. If the supply of such products is 

low then the consumers will bear the tax burden.  

 

 The policy could also result in x-inefficiency in that consumers are likely to purchase from small 

holders who are neither tax registered nor VAT operators. This could mean a loss in income tax 

revenue by the government, unless the fiscalisation programme meant to capture all economic 

transactions within the economic is implemented successful. 

 

 Producers or suppliers will be unable to claim input VAT. Where the producer/supplier is a mixed 

supply i.e. supplies exempt and taxable supplies (Zero or standard rated supplies) input tax should 

be apportioned to ensure the producer/supplier claims input tax related production of taxable 

supplies. The basis of apportionment is turnover (net of VAT) any other method the 

Commissioner should approve. 100% input tax claim is allowed on goods or services used at least 

90% in the production of taxable supplies and 100% input tax claim is denied if goods or services 

are used at least 90% in the production of exempt supplies. Costs likely to be subject to this 
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scrutiny (farmers, wholesalers or retailers) are ZESA cost, rentals or cost of space, cost of 

imported services etc. 

 

 Section 13 of the Valued Added Tax Act (Chapter 23:12) requires VAT to be paid on value of 

imported services. Section 2 of the VAT Act defines imported services as “a supply of services that 

is made by a supplier who is resident or carries on business outside Zimbabwe to a recipient who is a 

resident of Zimbabwe to the extent that such services are utilised or consumed in Zimbabwe otherwise than 

for the purpose of making taxable supplies”. Therefore suppliers (producers, wholesalers or retailers) 

of reclassified goods will be liable to pay VAT to ZIMRA on value of imported services to the 

extent such services are used in the production of the said supplies.  

 

 To the government- Large amount of revenue raised by Zimbabwean government comes from 

taxation of marketing transactions. VAT is obtained from the final user of goods; obviously 

charging zero per cent tax means both buyer and seller would not pay tax. However, the benefit of 

the government on exempt supplies is that traders are unable to claim their input tax. Therefore 

the economy as whole loses some value from zero rate and such loss is economically referred to 

as the dead weight loss of taxation. 

 

2.2.2 Operators within designated sectors granted an open duty rebate on 

importation of capital equipment 

 
Background 
 

In the budget statement the Minister of Finance and Economic Development, Mr. Patrick Chinamasa 

proposed to exempt from duty capital equipment imported for the use specifically by the mining, 

agriculture, manufacturing and energy sectors with value of at least US$1 million. The measure was 

meant to take effect from 1 January, 2016. Below is the Minister’s speech in the budget statement: 
 

“Mr. Speaker Sir, in support of industry retooling, Government removed customs duty and also 

provided a VAT deferment facility on importation of industrial and capital equipment. Notwithstanding 

the above measures, the VAT obligation remains payable. It is, thus, necessary that Government 

reduces the cost of importing capital equipment for plant upgrade, refurbishment and new projects.  I, 

therefore, propose to extend a rebate of duty on capital equipment imported by the mining, agriculture, 

manufacturing and energy sectors, for equipment valued at US$1 million and above, with effect from 

1st January, 2016. Capital equipment imported under the facility will not be liable to Customs Duty 

and VAT”. 

 

This culminated into the Statutory Instrument 6 of 2016, which makes the duty rebate open to capital 

equipment of any value instead of a minimum of US$1 million.  

The law 

According to SI6 of 2016, the rebate of duty shall be granted on capital goods of any value to be used 

in manufacturing, agriculture, mining and energy sectors. Meanwhile the rebate of duty does not 

apply to motor vehicles intended or adapted for use on national roads. The rebate however would 

lapse if the capital equipment imported under the rebate is not commissioned within a period of six 

months from the date of granting that rebate. When that happens, the rebate duty and VAT become 

due and payable from the date of granting of rebate. The rebate duty for avoidance of doubt is granted 

on goods to be used for: 
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 Manufacturing purposes i.e. plant, equipment or machinery to be used exclusively for 

manufacturing purposes on or in connection with a factory as approved by the Minister 

responsible for the industry. 

 Energy generation and distribution purpose i.e. plant, equipment or machinery to be used 

exclusively for the energy generation and or distribution as the Minister may approve, in 

consultation with the Minister responsible for energy. 

 Agricultural purpose i.e. plant, equipment or machinery which is used exclusively for agricultural 

purposes as the Minister may approve, in consultation with the Minister of agriculture. 

 For mining purposes i.e.  Plant, equipment which is used exclusively for mining purposes on a 

registered mining location as the Minister may approve in consultation with the Minister of 

mines. 

 Conditions to qualify for rebate 

 Give to the proper officer a signed application then submit written approval from the Minister and 

submit a certificate from the Secretary of the responsible Ministry. 

 Make a declaration to the effect that the capital equipment is being imported solely for the 

purpose of or in connection with the specified industry. 

 The capital equipment should not be sold or not be used for the purpose for which it was not 

imported; otherwise the duty will be paid forth with to Commissioner. 

 The applicant should be registered as a taxpayer with the ZIMRA and in possession of a valid Tax 

Clearance Certificate to qualify for the duty rebate. 

 The capital equipment which qualified for the rebate of duty shall not be sold or disposed within 

ten years of the date of its entry under rebate without prior permission from the Commissioner. 

Commissioner gives permission referred to subsection (5) he or she may authorize the payment of 

the lesser amount of duty than would have been payable had no rebate been granted. The 

Commissioner shall take the monthly depreciation of such equipment on pro rata basis. However 

this would not apply in  respect of any capital equipment sold within five years from date of entry 

under rebate, otherwise full duty rebated amount is payable. The Commissioner may remit the 

duty on any capital equipment imported under rebate proved to be accident damaged. 

 

VAT implications 

 

Meanwhile VAT has not been suspended, it remains payable. However there is deferment of 

collection of VAT facility by Zimra as follows (SI 173/2014 with effect from the 1st January, 2015): 

 

Value of equipment (US$) Deferment period (days) 

100,000 to 1,000,000 90 

1,000,001 to 10,000,000 120 

10,000,001 and above 180 

 

The above deferment is subject to application in writing to the Commissioner. Your application 

should specify the following: 

 

 Your registered office address or  ( if different) the physical and postal addresses of the place of 

business; 

 Your full name, for company the full corporate name and a certified copy of the certificate of 

incorporation or partnership agreement as the case may be; 
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 Your tax registration number 

 Your banker’s name and account number; 

 The full description of the equipment or machinery subject deferment of tax, its country of origin, 

quantity, value and the amount of tax which an applicant wants to be deferred; 

 a letter of understanding from the importer stating, the intended use of the equipment, that the 

equipment is for the exclusive use of the importer,  that it is to be used exclusively for the 

intended purpose and that he or she will make full payment at terms set by the Commissioner; 

 For an equipment or machinery which is to be used on a registered mining location or exclusively 

for manufacturing or industrial purposes, a letter from the Zimbabwe Investment Centre 

confirming the applicant’s undertaking shall be attached to the application as well as an 

undertaking from the importer to the effect that the equipment or machinery will not be sold or 

otherwise disposed of in Zimbabwe without prior permission of the Commissioner and the 

payment of such tax as may be due. 
 

The importer is not allowed to transfer the authority to defer payment of the tax to any third party, 

dispose, alter the use of or export any equipment or machinery without, or within a period specified 

by the Commissioner. Deferment does not apply on motor vehicles. Also, deferment shall not be 

granted to a taxpayer who previously defaulted in paying tax or any other taxes and duties due to 

ZIMRA. 

 

What is the impact to the business or practice? 

 

 Government could loss revenue since no import duty would be collected, but this may be 

compensated by taxes of profits that might be generated be such capital equipment. 

 Linking application for the duty rebate to Tax Clearance Certificate will enhance tax compliant 

and could improve remittances by those wishing to import the equipment under duty rebate. 

 The statutory instrument (6 of 2016) makes it favourable for home infant industries to resuscitate 

and retool and could promote industrial development and ultimately reduce the high 

unemployment rate in Zimbabwe. 

 However considering the rebate granted on the importation of the capital equipment on 

agriculture, the government would incur loss of revenue. In its recent Statutory Instrument 1 of 

January 2016, most of the agricultural products were moved from zero rated tax to exempt tax. 

This means during importation of the said equipment no duty is collected by the government from 

the products at the same time no tax is obtained by the government from exempt products. 

 To the business environment, putting manufacturing capital equipment on rebate means 

businesses would incur lesser cost of production by acquiring machinery at lesser cost; this 

enables them to charge lower prices to their consumers. By reducing prices, quantity demanded 

increase hence promotes business expansion. Also these firms would be able to compete 

internationally. It boasts exports and improves the balance of trade for Zimbabwe.  

 

2.2.3 Farmers get VAT relief on sales of soya beans during the period 1 February 

2009 to 31 July 2012 (SI144 of 2015). 
 

Background 

Statutory Instrument 168/12 which was gazetted on the 26
th
 of October 2012 zero rated the supply of 

soya beans (whether or not broken) i.e. seed and other. This is with effect 1 August 2012. For the 

period prior to 1 August 2012 the supply of soya beans was subject to VAT at 15%. Meanwhile 

farmers did not collect the said VAT on sales of the commodity during the period prior to 1 August 

2012. This was an oversight on the part of farmers as well as a failure by the Zimbabwe Revenue 
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Authority to enforce the law. The result was the accumulation by farmers of huge tax liability for the 
period between 1 February 2009 and August 2012.  

The new measure 

The SI 144 of 2015 also referred to as the Value Added Tax (General) (Amendment) Regulation, 

2015 (No.39) amends the Value Added Tax (General), 2003 (Regulations) by ensuring that soya 

beans are zero rated for the period 1 February 2009 to 31 July 2012. This therefore means that SI 

169/12 and SI 144 of 2015 combined have the effect of zero rating soya beans for the entire period 

from 1 February 2009 to date. Below is an extract of the affected products from the VAT  (General), 

2003 (Regulations): 

Heading No Commodity Code Description of Goods 

12.01 SOYA BEANS , 

whether broken or not 

1201.1000 Seed 

1201.9000 Other 

 

What is the impact to your business or practice? 

 Zero rating of soya bean comes as a relief to farmers and if they had been asked to pay the said 

VAT this could have the effect of potentially driving farmers out of business or constrain their 

productive capacity.  

 Soya bean is a critical input in the production of cooking oil and stock feeds and zero rating it 

will not make these goods expensive. 

 If they are any farmers or suppliers who had complied with the tax law, they are entitled to 

refund of the VAT so paid. They should apply to offset the refund against their other tax 

obligations. Section 34D of the Revenue Authority Act (chapter 23:11) coming into effect 

through Finance Act no 2 of 2016 advocates offsetting of refunds against taxes due by the 

taxpayer as opposed to making refunds to taxpayers. Tax Matrix (Pvt) Ltd can assist you in 
making this application.  

  

2.2.4 Safari operators get another extension of duty suspension on motor vehicles  

 
Background  

The Minister of Finance and Economic Development in consultation with the Minister of Tourism 

and Hospitality Industry is authorised to approve a suspension of duty in respect of specified motor 

vehicles for exclusive use in the Safari Operator business by Safari Operators registered with the 
Zimbabwe Tourism Authority and the Safari Operators Association of Zimbabwe. 

The law  

The Customs and Exercise (Suspension) (Amendment) Regulations, 2015 (No 138) is amending the 

Customs and Exercise (Suspension) Regulation, 2003 published by Statutory instrument 257 of 2003. 

It amendments section 9 K (Suspension of duty on Motor vehicles imported by Safari Operators) by 

the Deletion of 31 December 2015 and the Substitution of 31 December 2017. The effect of this 

amendment is to extend the date for suspension of rebate duty on importation of motor vehicles by 

Safari operators from 31 December 2015 to 31 December 2017. 

Conditions to qualify for rebate 

 The Commissioner may not grant a suspension of duty to an operator who is not tax compliant 

and not in possession of a valid Tax Clearance Certificate 
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 The motor vehicle should be imported through a port of entry nearest to the premises of the Safari 

Operator. 

 The Safari Operator  upon effecting entry on importation, or on removal from bond of the motor 

vehicle under a suspension, submit with the relevant bill of entry a declaration signed by him or 

her, to the effect that the specified motor vehicle is to be used solely in the Safari Operator's 

business. 

 Transfer of goods to another place of business is allowed as long as it’s of the same Safari 

Operator. 

 Rebated goods cannot be disposed of or sold within 5 years of their importation unless a written 

authority from the Commissioner is obtained or payment of the suspended duty is made. 

 Disposal of the goods may be authorised by the Commissioner on payment of the duty, not 

exceeding the amount of duty suspended, as he or she thinks fit, if, in his or her opinion, the 

motor vehicle cannot be economically used for the purpose for which it was entered under 

suspension. 

 The Commissioner may also waive the requirement to pay duty on a motor vehicle accidentally 

destroyed before being used in the Safari’ Operator's business, provided every reasonable effort 

was made and precaution taken to prevent its destruction. 

 To be admitted to suspension of duty on  the motor vehicles, the  Safari Operator has to furnish to 

the satisfaction of the Commissioner: 

 a complete specification of each model of motor vehicle; and 

 a completed suspension of duty form and 

 A valid tax clearance certificate and proof of registration with ZIMRA. 

List of motor vehicles eligible for duty suspension  

 

Tariff Heading Description of Goods 

8704.2140 Of a payload exceeding 800kg but not exceeding 1400kg but does not 
include models that are assembled by the local industry. 

8704.2190 Other (exceeding 1400kg but not exceeding 5000kg) but 

does not include models that are assembled by the local industry 

8704.2290 Of a GVM of more than 5 tonnes but not exceeding 20 tonnes) but does not 
include models that are assembled by the local industry. 

8704.3140 Of a payload of more than 800kg but not exceeding 1400kgbut does not 
include models that are assembled by the local industry. 

8704.3190 Other (more than 1400kg but not exceeding 5000kg) but does not include 

models that are assembled by the local industry 

8704.3290 Other (of a GVM more than 5 tonnes but does not include models that are 
assembled by the local industry. 
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2.2.5 Suspension of duty on imported wheat flour  extended but list of approved 

importers reduced  
 

Background  

The Customs and Exercise (Suspension) (Amendment) Regulations, 2015 (No 138) is amending the 

Customs and Exercise (Suspension) Regulation, 2003 published by Statutory instrument 257 of 

2003.It amendments Section 9M (Suspension of duty on wheat flour imported by approved importers) 

by deleting “31 December 2015 “and substituting by 31 December 2016. 

Conditions to qualify for rebate 

 The Commissioner may not grant a suspension of duty to an approved wheat flour importer unless 

the importer is tax compliant and is in possession of a valid Tax Clearance Certificate 

 The approved wheat flour importer shall import wheat flour under suspension of duty at any port 

of entry of its choice. 

 An approved wheat flour importer shall, when effecting entry on importation, or on removal from 

bond of wheat flour under a suspension, submit with the relevant bill of entry a declaration signed 

by it, to the effect that the wheat flour is to be used for blending purposes at the approved wheat 

flour importer's business. 

 The consignments or flour imported should be in the name of the approved wheat flour importer. 

 The approved wheat flour importer is not allowed dispose of any wheat flour cleared under 

suspension unless he obtains a written authority form the Commissioner or has paid the suspended 

duty. 

 The Commissioner may authorise the disposal of wheat flour on payment of such duty, not 

exceeding the amount of duty suspended on the wheat flour which cannot be economically used 

for the purpose for which it was entered under suspension. 

 The Commissioner may also waive the requirement to pay duty on wheat flour accidentally 

destroyed before being used by the approved importer, provided every reasonable effort was made 

and precaution taken to prevent its destruction. 

 To be admitted to suspension of duty on  the motor vehicles, the  Safari Operator has to furnish to 

the satisfaction of the Commissioner: 

 an undertaking indicating the quantity being imported; and 

 the approved wheat flour importer's name as listed the Act 

 A valid tax clearance certificate and proof of registration with ZIMRA 

 

List of approved wheat flour importers 

Meanwhile, the list of approved wheat flour importers eligible for suspension of duty is reduced and 

substituted by the following and allocations (see overleaf): 
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Name of Company  Approved Monthly 

Allocation 

(Metric Tons) 

Previous Monthly 

allocation (Metric 

Tons) 

Lobels Bread (Private) Limited, t/a  Lobels 

Bread 

1300 1500 

Lobels Biscuits (Private) Limited 400 150 

Proton Bakers (Private) Limited, t/a Proton 

Bakers 

750 150 

Bread Company of Zimbabwe, t/a  Inscor 

Africa 

650 100 

Boguangli Investments (Private) Limited  100 

Right Call Investments (Private) Limited 200 400 

Arenel (Private) Limited 130 150 

Dods Bakery (Private) Limited  100 

J. Mapuvire (Private) Limited 100 100 

Bhagatji Brothers (Private) Limited  100 

Jeng Feng (Private) Limited  10 

Mainbeam Enterprises (Private) Limited  10 

Crown Choice Delight (Private) Limited  10 

Grand monthly total  3,530 2880 

 

The effect of this amendment is to extend the date for suspension of rebate duty on importation of 

wheat flour at the same time reducing the list of importers and but increasing on quantity of imports. 

The effort of the minister to curb imports looks in danger as we continue to import raw material which 

can be produced locally. Meanwhile, the duty on importation of wheat flour is 5%. The VAT Act 

(Chapter 23:12)  zero rate supplies of wheat and meslin flour in bulk, of 50kg or more and pre-packed 

in immediate packing of less than 50kg for retail sale. Note that the government is spending about 
US$48 million on imports of wheat, resources that can be saved if we revive our irrigation system.  

 

2.2.6 Suspension of duty on imported powdered milk  
 

Background  

 

The Customs and Exercise (Suspension) (Amendment) Regulations, 2015 (No 138) is amending the 

Customs and Exercise (Suspension) Regulation, 2003 published by Statutory instrument 257 of 

2003.It amendments Section 9Q (Suspension of duty on powdered imported by approved importers) 

by deleting “31 December 2015 “and substituting by 31 December 2017. 
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Conditions to qualify for rebate 

 The Commissioner may not grant a suspension of duty to an approved wheat flour importer unless 

the importer is tax compliant and is in possession of a valid Tax Clearance Certificate 

 The approved wheat flour importer shall import wheat flour under suspension of duty at any port 

of entry of its choice. 

 An approved wheat flour importer shall, when effecting entry on importation, or on removal from 

bond of wheat flour under a suspension, submit with the relevant bill of entry a declaration signed 

by it, to the effect that the wheat flour is to be used for blending purposes at the approved wheat 

flour importer's business. 

 The consignments or flour imported should be in the name of the approved wheat flour importer. 

 The approved wheat flour importer is not allowed dispose of any wheat flour cleared under 

suspension unless he obtains a written authority form the Commissioner or has paid the suspended 

duty. 

 The Commissioner may authorise the disposal of wheat flour on payment of such duty, not 

exceeding the amount of duty suspended on the wheat flour which cannot be economically used 

for the purpose for which it was entered under suspension. 

 The Commissioner may also waive the requirement to pay duty on wheat flour accidentally 

destroyed before being used by the approved importer, provided every reasonable effort was made 

and precaution taken to prevent its destruction. 

 To be admitted to suspension of duty on  the motor vehicles, the  Safari Operator has to furnish to 

the satisfaction of the Commissioner: 

 an undertaking indicating the quantity being imported; and 

 the approved wheat flour importer's name as listed the Act 

 A valid tax clearance certificate and proof of registration with ZIMRA 

 

List of approved powdered milk importers 

Meanwhile, the list of approved wheat flour importers eligible for suspension of duty is reduced and 

substituted by the following and allocations:  

 Ring Fenced  

Name of Company Full Cream  

Milk Powder 

Skimmed Milk 

Powder 

Dendairy (Private ) Limited  1 500 000 200 000 

Dairibord Zimbabwe (Private Limited) 1 000 000 700 000 

Alpha Omega Dairy     500 000   25 000 

Nestle Zimbabwe(Private) Limited --- 350 000 

 

Full list can be provided upon request from Tax Matrix. 

 

2.3 Bill watch 

 

Nothing material to report on 
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3. Court cases & Appeals 

 
3.1 Court cases  
 

 

3.1.1 Zimplats won royalty case 
 

CASE Zimbabwe Platinum Mines (Pvt) v ZIMRA, Stanbic Bank, Min.Mines and 

MMCZ 

(Respondents) 

Summary  Zimplats is a holder of a special mining lease issued by the Minister of 

Mines in terms of the Mines and Minerals  Act (Chapter 21:05) 

 Zimplats entered into a Mining Agreement (MA) with the government of 

Zimbabwe  

 The special mining lease agreement and MA were both executed on the 

24
th
 of August 1994. 

 Zimplats was paying a royalty rate of 2.5% (across the board –on all 

minerals) until December 2003 and for the period 1 January 2004 to 

September 2010 it paid the royalties in accordance with the rates and dates 

stipulated in the MA. 

 The reason for the change was that Zimplats was expecting a change in the 

tax regime which was to vary the MA as had been promised to it by the 

Government of Zimbabwe, but the contemplated revision never took place 

and hence the decision to use MA contents.  

 ZIMRA insisted that rates stipulated in the Finance Act (also linked to s 

245 of the Mines and Minerals Act) should be used and these were higher 

than those in the MA.  

 Zimplats insisted on applying the rates contained in the MA and the 

ensuing argument resulted in ZIMRA garnishing Zimplats’ account held 

with Stanbic. 

Date 15 March 2013 and 21 January 2014 

Jurisdiction Harare High Court Harare 

Decision  That the action by Zimplats could not fail for lack of notice as required by s 

6 of the State Liabilities because the error was made by ZIMRA and not the 

Minister. 

 That the MA with the Government takes precedence over the Finance Act. 

 Zimplats is liable to pay royalty rates at 2.5% of the fair market value of all 

products produced from the mining area, and not 5% or any other rate 

appearing in the Finance Act [Chapter 23:04] . 

 Each party shall bear its own costs. 

 

What were the issues?        

 

 Whether Zimplats was properly before the court due to lack of 60 days’ notice period as required 

for one to institute a proceedings against the State (s6 of State Liability Act). 

 Whether the garnish order by ZIMRA was valid  

 Whether the Mines and Minerals Act or the MA applies regarding royalties due to ZIMRA. 

 

dps://ZS@2304/
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. 

What were the facts? 

 

 Zimplats entered into a Mining Agreement (MA) with the government and a Special Mining 

Lease with the Minister of Mines  

 The above agreements were both executed on the 24
th
 of August 1994. 

 Until December 2003, Zimplats paid flat royalties of 2.5 %  in terms of the MA and from January 

2004 until 30 September 2010  in accordance the rates fixed in the Finance Act 

 From 1 October 2010 onwards it reverted to the MA stipulated royalty rates.  

 Note that the rates in the MA were lower than the rates in the Finance Act  

 The reason for reverting to the MA rates was that Zimplats had expected a change in the mining 

regime (MA) as had been promised by the government which never materialised. 

 ZIMRA argued that Zimplats should apply the rates fixed in the Finance Act and accordingly 

assessed Zimplats based on those rates. 

 ZIMRA requested for the payment and Zimplats  did not make the payment and henceforth  it 

issued a garnish order to Zimplats` Bank (Stanbic Bank) 

 As a result Zimplats brought proceedings to the High Court on this matter. 

 Note that, special mining lease is regulated by section 243 of the Mines and Minerals Act and 

where there are inconsistencies between a special mining agreement and part of the Mineral Act 

which regulates royalties (s 244 and 245); section 243 gives precedence to the mining agreements. 

 

What are the competing arguments? 

 

Tax payer 

 

Whether notice is required in terms of State Liabilities Act 

 That the State Liabilities Act does not apply to this matter as it only applies to claims against the 

State as defined in s 2 of the State Liabilities Act.  

 That also its claim is not for money or delivery, but a declarant. 

 That it is misleading for ZIMRA to argue that its (Zimplats’) cause of action is incomplete.  

 That it is not correct that ZIMRA is merely an agent ejusdem generis or a collecting arm of the 

State and s 3 of the Revenue Authority Act (RAA) provides that ZIMRA can be sued.  

 That the intention of the legislature was to establish an agent sui seneris capable of assuming 

liability for its wrongful conduct and that it is ZIMRA who made erroneous assessment and 

collected the revenue and not the Minister   

Whether royalties should be collected based on MA or Act 

 That there is no legal basis for collection of royalties in accordance with the Income Tax Act as 

opposed to the MA. 

 That ZIMRA was not entitled by law to recover royalties falling due under the Act by way of the 

power conferred on it under the Income Tax Act  namely to attach debts owed to the debtor. 

 That the rates in the Income Tax Act did not apply to Zimplats as it was a holder of a MA. 

The Commissioner General 

 

Whether notice is required in terms of State Liabilities Act 

 

 That Zimplats approached the court with dirty hands by approaching the court without 

complying with the requirements of the law 
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 That the court application by Zimplats is invalid and constitutes a legal nullity for want of 

compliance with the mandatory provisions of the State Liabilities Act [Cap 8:14].  

 That a notice ought to have been given for cases against the State, making the application invalid 

according to the State Liabilities Act. 

 That ZIMRA is an agent of the Government of Zimbabwe and attracts no personal liability from 

the transactions subject to the claim by Zimplats.  

 That in terms of s 3 of RAA, ZIMRA was a legal entity and is an agent of government for 

collection of revenue. 

 That Zimplats must therefore pursue ZIMRA and the principal ministries involved and the 

ministries were cited but no substantive relief is being sought against them.  

 That in view of the fragrant violation of the State Liabilities Act there was no complete cause of 

action and the proceedings were therefore invalid.  

 That in the case of Murphy v Director of Customs & Excise 1992 (1) ZLR 28 (H), Ervines v 

Shield Instance Co. Ltd 1980 (2) SA 841 AD on 8338D deal with “Cause of action.”, while all of 

the other requirements at common law would have accrued, the full cause of action does not 

accrue until notice in terms of the State Liabilities Act has been given to ZIMRA or the Ministry 

as the case may be. 

 That it is an agent for the government and ought not to have been sued and in terms of s 4 of the 

RAA the functions of ZIMRA are to act as an agent of the State in assessing, collection and 

enforcing the payment of all revenues.  

 That it cannot therefore be sued with its principals (the government) and that Zimplats should 

elect who to sue.  

 

Whether royalties should be collected based on MA or Act 

 That the terms of the MA did not exempt the Mine from paying the legislated rates  

 That in the event that the court finds that the MA superseded legislated rates, it will be argued 

that Zimplats waived the benefit of the Mining Agreement, as such, it cannot unilaterally revert 

to the rates specified in the MA.  

 That ZIMRA was lawfully entitled to rely upon the powers set out in the Income Tax Act to 

enforce the payment of royalties levied in terms of the Act as read with the Finance Act. 

 That Zimplats had a duty to comply with the law, whether arising from a court order or a legal 

instrument or provide an explanation for non-compliance.  

 That Zimplats must pay all the royalties that have been assessed or evince an intention to want to 

pay before seeking the court’s protection in the form of declaratur. 
 

What was the legislation or Judicial precedents considered? 

 

Legislation Considered 

Income Tax Act [Chapter 23:06], s 58 

Mines and Minerals Act [Chapter 21:05], s 245 

Finance Act [Chapter 23:04]), s 26, s 37 

 

Cases considered 

Agricultural Finance Corporation v Pocock 1986 (2) ZLR 229 SC 

Ervines v Shield Instance Co. Ltd 1980 (2) SA 841 AD 

Mashingaidze v Mashingaidze 1995 (1) ZLR 

Mpumela v Berger Paints (Pvt) Ltd 1999 (2) ZLR 146(S) 

Murphy v Director of Customs & Excise 1992 (1) ZLR 28 (H) 

Room Hire Co. (Pvt) Ltd v Jeppe Street Mansions (Pvt) Ltd 1949 (3) SA  

Zimbabwe Bonded Fibre Glass (Pvt) Ltd v Peech 1987 (2) ZLR 338 (S) 

 

What is the Court`s reasoning and decision? 

dps://ZS@0814/
dps://ZS@2311/#4
dps://ZS@2311/#4
dps://ZS@2304/
dps://ZS@2306/#58
dps://ZS@2105/#245
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Whether notice is required in terms of State Liabilities Act 

 That answer to the above argument is found in the Revenue Authority Act and that section 3 of 

that Act provides as follows: 

“There is hereby established an authority, to be known as the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority, 

which shall be a body corporate capable of suing and being sued in its own name and subject 

to this Act, of performing all acts that bodies corporate may by law perform.” 

 That s4 sets out the functions and powers of ZIMRA and one of such functions is to act as an 

agent for the State in assessing, collecting and enforcing the payment all revenues and that para 

22 of the 2
nd

 Schedule to the Revenue Authority Act empowers Zimra on behalf of the State, to 

institute and maintain proceedings in any court or tribunal for the recovery on any revenues and 

to take such steps as may be necessary to recover the revenues 

 That these provisions take ZIMRA out of the purview of the State Liabilities Act 

 That the clear intention of the legislature was to create a separate legal entity in ZIMRA capable 

of suing and being sued.  

 That State Liabilities Act is applicable to acts of the State as defined in s 2 of that Act and that the 

acts complained of by Zimplats were done by ZIMRA which is seized with the responsibility of 

assessing and collecting revenue due to the State.  

 That according to Zimplats’ averments, ZIMRA has made a wrong assessment and collected the 

amounts due and that Zimplats is taking issue with ZIMRA’s statutory obligation to assess and 

collect revenue.  

 That in any event it is ZIMRA which is disputing the Zimplats’ entitlement to assessment of 

royalties at a particular rate stipulated in the MA it and the Minister and that the Minister has not 

opposed the application, hence ZIMRA rightly before the court. 

 That it is misleading to argue that there is no complete cause of action unless and until notice is 

given in terms of State Liabilities Act. 

 That having defined cause of action correctly it should have been clear to ZIMRA that the 

material averments to found a cause of action are premised on the substantive elements of a 

particular action and not on procedural requirements and the Murphy case (supra) was quoted out 

of context.  

 That in that case what the court was saying in the matter is that the preliminary notice must state 

the cause of action “clearly and explicitly.”  

 That Zimra cannot succeed on this point. 

 

Whether royalties should be collected based on MA or Act 

 That according to s243 of Mines and Minerals Act, the MA takes precedence over s244 and 245 

of the same Act as well as the royalty provisions stipulated in the Finance Act. 

 That to interpret it in the manner suggested by the ZIMRA would be to defeat the intention of the 

legislature in setting up the special mining leases.  

 That for avoidance of doubt Zimplats is liable to pay royalty rates at 2.5% as stipulated in MA 

and not 5% or any other rate appearing in the Finance Act. 

 That Zimplats was entitled to recover overpaid royalties and could set off such royalties with 

those payable for the period of 1 October 2010 to 31 March 2011. 

 That the MA contained a non-variation clause and a non-waiver clause. These clauses were 

carefully and extensively worded. A non-waiver clause negates any raising of a waiver or any 

estoppel, in that it amounts to notice, given in advance, acknowledged by the other party, that 

conduct which might otherwise be a waiver or give rise to an estopped, may not be taken to be 

such conduct.  

dps://ZS@2304/
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 That ZIMRA could not place reliance on the unilateral conduct of the Zimplats of departing from 

the written MA, as such conduct would not preclude Zimplats from thereafter enforcing the right 

or provision of the agreement being indulged. 

What is the Impact of the decision on your business or practice? 

 One of the important issues coming out of the case is the need to furnish all documents as 

required by the court than to have situation where the court would drop some issues due to lack of 

supporting documents. As from the case the court assumed that the claim for over-payment of 

royalties was abandoned due to lack of supporting documents. 

 The issue of notice whenever proceeding to sue the government or a government agent (including 

Zimra) cannot be over-emphasised. Taxpayers are advised to comprehend the contents the State 

Liabilities Act regarding the notice period and the circumstances in which it is required. We 

touched on this issue in our previous issue of our MTU (December MTU). As provided in s6 of 

the State Liabilities State the notice period is 60 days prior to bring the case to the court against 

the State and the notice is limited any claim for  money, whether arising out of contract, delict or 

otherwise or the delivery or release of any goods. The notice applies in case instituted against the 

State, the President, a Vice-President or any Minister or Deputy Minister in his official capacity; 

or any officer or employee of the State in his official capacity. Certain proceedings however do 

not require prior notice to be served e.g a claim in which the debt concerned has been admitted to 

the claimant, expressly and in writing, a counter-claim, a claim which the court or a judge or 

magistrate, on application, has determined to be urgent or a claim in respect of which the 

defendant has waived, expressly and in writing the requirement for notice. 

 Although, taxpayers or the Commissioner’s appointed agent in terms of s 58 of the Income Act 

cannot stop Commissioner from instituting a garnish order, it is a common cause that a garnish 

order instituted error is invalid and the taxpayer can institute an action against the Commissioner. 

For instance the garnishee order issued by ZIMRA to Stanbic against Zimplats was invalid. 

ZIMRA acted ultra vires due to the fact that royalties were not covered by the definition of taxes 

under the income Tax Act and it was not supposed to use the powers granted to it by the Income 

Tax Act. 

 
3.2 Appeals 

 
Nothing to report on 
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4. Interpretations & Announcements 
 

4.1 Tax Matrix Analysis of existing and/ or new law 
 

4.1.1 The tests to be applied when deducting interest for income tax purposes 
 

Background 

 

In many jurisdictions, debt capital commands several fiscal advantages over equity capital. For 

instance, its cost is income tax deductible, whereas cost of equity i.e. dividend is not. This makes debt 

the subject of abuse for purposes of sweeping tax profits a practice known as profit shifting in order to 

minimise one’s tax liability. Countries often plug the holes to ensure the erosion is minimised but at 

the same time allowing genuine cases of interest to be deducted. Currently the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is working on efforts to minimise profit shifting 

and the G20 Finance Ministers endorsed the measures known as the Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 

(BEPS) project on the 8
th
 of October 2015 in Peru. Zimbabwe however has its own measures as 

discussed below:  

 

The Relevant Legislation 

 

The complexity of deductibility of interest, unlike other expenses is that it cannot be decided by a 

single tossing of a coin. The expense has to pass more than one test to be deductible, although it is 

possible to achieve the results by applying a single test. The tests are as follows: 

 

 General deduction formula test s 15(2) (a) of the Act  

 Thin capitalisation test s 16(1) (q) of the Act 

 Arm’s length test s 98B of the Act. 

 

General Deduction Formula (s 15(2) (a)) 
 

“The deductions allowed shall be— 

(a)  expenditure and losses to the extent to which they are incurred for the purposes of trade or in the 

production of the income except to the extent to which they are expenditure or losses of a capital 

nature” 

Interest like any other expenditure, must comply with section 15(2) (a) to be deductible. An enquiry must 

be made regarding the purpose of the expenditure and what it actually effects(Financier v COT 1950 (3) 

SA 293 (SR), 17 SATC 34). If the purpose(s) is to produce taxable income, the interest on the loan is 

deductible and non-deductible if the converse is true. In ITC 112 (1928) 4 SATC 61 a taxpayer who 

borrowed money at a higher interest rate and lent it on at lower interest rate was denied deduction of the 

interest on the basis that the money was borrowed not to produce income.  Also, interest on a loan 

incurred on idle, vacant or unproductive property is disallowed since the purpose of the loan is not to 

produce income.  

 

We also outline the deductibility of interest on other loans as follows: 

 Interest on loan for acquiring capital: Interest on borrowings that are applied to acquire fixed 

assets which are used to produce income is tax deductible (see CIR v G Brollo Properties (Pty) Ltd 

1994 (56 SATC 47) and CIR v Genn 1955 (3) SA 293 (A), 20 SATC 113).   
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 Interest on purchase of shares: Interest incurred on money borrowed to buy shares is disallowed on 

the basis that the income yielded by shares, in the form of dividends, is ordinarily exempt from tax in 

the hands of the shareholder. Note that interest remains deductible if the purchase of shares is to 

produce taxable income. See the case of Southern Products (Rhodesia) (Pvt) Ltd v COT, where the 

taxpayer with management expertise was approached by a company which carried on the same 

business as the taxpayer and required the taxpayer to offer similar expertise for a fee and to purchase 

a minority shareholding. The taxpayer was interested in the possibility of a lucrative management fee 

but was reluctant to purchase the shares. It was made clear that the management agreement would 

not be granted without the purchase of shares and the package deal was accepted. The taxpayer 

borrowed to finance the acquisition of shares, upon which interest was paid. It was held that the 

acquisition of the shares and the payment of interest were directly and closely connected with the 

production of income in its ordinary trade and the interest was deductible. See also ITC 1604 (1996) 

58 SATC 263, where interest on funds borrowed to acquire shares was deductible on the basis that 

such acquisition was closely connected with his earning of an increased salary and a bonus. Also, in 

ITC 1521 (1992) 54 SATC 175 the taxpayer successfully claimed the interest on the grounds that the 

acquisition of shares was related to the earning of management fees.  

 

 Interest on money borrowed to pay dividend: Interest on money borrowed to enable a company to 

pay a dividend is not deductible, as the purpose of the expenditure is not in line with production of 

income but for purposes of enabling the company to distribute its profit (ITC 678 (1949) 16 SATC 

348).  However, the cost of distributing dividend is tax deductible.       

 

 Interest incurred when a business ceases: Interest on money borrowed whilst the taxpayer is 

producing income but which continues to be paid after the business has ceased is tax deductible. In a 

South African case ITC 1171 (1971) 34 SATC 80 it was however argued that such interest should be 

disallowed on the basis that if the business has ceased, the choice of retaining the use of the money 

was no longer made for the purpose of earning income. In our view, its only interest on debt 

contracted after the business ceased to trade that should be disallowed.  

 

 Pre-production interest: Interest incurred prior to commencement of trade is deductible as long as 

it was incurred within 18 months prior to commencement of business and the purpose was to produce 

income (see section 15(2) (t) of the Act).  

 

 Interest incurred during construction: Interest incurred on the development of a building or 

property is not deductible as it may not comply with the “trade” requirement. See ITC 697 (1950) 17 

SATC 93 where it was held that until the asset becomes an asset capable of producing income any 

expenditure upon it is of a preliminary nature and is not deductible. The interest so incurred should 

be capitalised.  

 

 Loan raising fees and finance charges; Raising fees are treated differently from interest. They are 

deductible only when they are of a revenue nature and disallowed if incurred on items of a capital 

nature and unproductive activities. That is, raising fees incurred on loan used to purchase assets 

ranking for capital allowances are capitalised and those incurred on working capital are tax 

deductible. As held in CIR v Genn & Co. (Pvt) Ltd 20 S.A.T.C  113, raising fees and finance charges 

should be allocated on a pro rata basis to items on which the loan has been expended, based on the 

gross amount of the loan.  
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Thin capitalisation (s 16(1) (q)) 

 

The fact that interest is deductible under s 15(2) (a) does not mean it requires no further scrutiny. It must 

also not be denied by section 16(1) (q) of the Act. The section provides that no deduction shall be 

allowed with respect to: 

 

“any expenditure incurred by a local branch or subsidiary of a foreign company, or by a local 

company or subsidiary of a local company, in servicing any debt or debts contracted in connection 

with the production of income to the extent that such debt or debts cause the person to exceed a debt 

to equity ratio of 3 to 1” 

 

If the ratio is exceeded, the taxpayer is said to be thinly capitalized. The excess debt is then 

reclassified as equity and the interest on the reclassified debt treated as a dividend distribution by the 

payer subject to Non-resident shareholders tax of 15% when paid to a non-resident.  

 

Scope of application 
 

The thin cap rules apply indiscriminately to both unrelated and related-party debts, local and foreign 

debts. Every local branch of a foreign company, a local subsidiary of a foreign company, and a 

subsidiary of a local company or local company should comply with the thin cap rules. There is no 

requirement on the party of a trust, a sole trader, a partnership (partners), a deceased or insolvent 

estate, etc. to adhere to the rules.  

 

Debt vs Equity 

 

Debt is anything that is substantively a loan. It includes finance leases, financial derivatives (synthetic 

loans), and certain debt factoring arrangements, certain redeemable preference shares, and overdrafts. A 

financial instrument is debt if it gives rise to interest that is paid or payable that is otherwise deductible in 

the computation of taxable profit. When no interest payment is made, it can be argued that a country’s 

tax revenue cannot be lost and it is misleading to include non-interest-bearing loans in the computation. 

The treatment of short-term-loans is quite inconsistent, however creditors are excluded.   

 

Equity in a broad sense includes share capital, capital contributions, share premium, accumulated profits 

of a capital and revenue nature ( retained earnings), revaluation reserves, interest-free loans  and 

and permanent owners’ capital (excluding any financial assistance).  However, Zimra often places 

reliance on the accounting definitions of equity and debt.  

 

Timing of application 

 

The relevant debt: equity ratio is that which exists at year end. Other jurisdictions like South Africa apply 

the average annual amount of debt, the highest amount of debt in a given year being used.  Potentially 

our approach is prone to anti-avoidance (bed and breakfasting) i.e. a practice where debt is reduced 

immediately before a reporting date (financial year) to avoid triggering scrutiny, but then increased again 

immediately after the reporting date.  

 

Arm’s length Approach (s 98B) 

 

Satisfying the requirements of s15 (2) (a) and the safe harbor of 3:1 is not a guarantee that interest is 

tax deductible. The interest should also comply with arm’s length rule i.e. the transfer pricing 

legislation in section 98B of the Act. Section 98B places the onus on the taxpayer to ensure that 

transactions entered into with associates are adjusted to comply with the arm’s length rule. Where this 

is not done the Commissioner is empowered to make the necessary adjustment to reflect the taxable 

income that would have accrued to the parties in an arm’s length transaction. 
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Scope of application  

 

Section 98B applies only to transactions between associates. The term associate is defined in section 

2A of the Act. It broadly covers related parties and cases where one party is able to exert influence 

over another party notwithstanding there is no formal relationship e.g. a customer with significant 

bargaining power. The rule applies too on debts of partners, trusts etc. as long as the debt has been 

contracted with an associate.   

 

Arm’s length interest 

 

An arm’s length interest is the interest on the amount of debt that an independent lender would be willing 

to lend to the taxpayer. The arm’s length approach typically considers the specific attributes of the 

company in determining its ―borrowing capacity i.e. the amount of debt that a company would be able 

to obtain from independent lenders.  

 

Conclusion  

 

Section 15(2) (a) is the primary adjustment whereas the thin cap and transfer pricing rules are 

secondary adjustments which are meant to deal with the residue interest. However, the current transfer 

pricing legislation poses a serious threat to taxpayers because what constitutes an arm’s length price 

may be subjective, given that the country has no transfer pricing guidelines. Taxpayers should 

therefore ensure that there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that transactions with associates are 

undertaken in line with the arm’s length principle to minimise dispute with ZIMRA.      

 

In the event that the above rules have not been complied with, ZIMRA can raise an additional 

assessment in terms of s46 of the Act. In addition to the tax due on such an assessment, 100% 

additional tax plus interest at the rate of 10% may be payable.  

 

4.2 Announcements 

 
4.2.1 The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority fiscal device implementation gaining 

momentum 
 

AS we rightly stated in our December 2015 MTU, ZIMRA is introducing fiscal devices for 

monitoring economic transactions in a bid to curb fiscal erosion. This applies to every taxpayer 

irrespective of its size. As long as an economic entity or individual is registered as a taxpayer with the 

Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (i.e. has a Business Partner number) a fiscal device for recording 

economic transactions should be obtained. The Zimbabwe Revenue Authority is very serious about 

this project and the issue is gaining momentum. Currently, the authority is circulating a letter advising 

taxpayers of this requirement, the sample letter which we attach below. 

 

Note that, registration is ongoing and the devices are currently being issued for free. We believe at 

some point in future the devices will be obtained at a cost. It is prudent to be one of the earliest birds 

to catch the worm to avoid any such costs. Note that, the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority is empowered 

in terms of Section 80 D of Income Act to implement information systems to aid in the collection of 

taxes. Section 80D of the Income Tax Act provides as follows: 

 
“Establishment of computer systems for tax purposes 
The Commissioner may, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Act, establish and maintain a 

computer system for the purpose of applying information technology to any process or procedure under 

this Act, including— 

(a)  the dispatch and receipt and processing of any return, record, assessment, declaration, 

form, notice, statement or other document relating to any amount liable to tax; and 
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(b) the electronic processing of any register, book, account, record, return, paper, assessment 

or other document” 

 

Please note that Tax Matrix can assist you in complying with this requirement. Call us today for 

assistance. 

 

See Attachment below 
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